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Northwich National Rally
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Some of the tens of thousands ofpeople awaiting the opening ceremony of the 1979 IWA
National Rally at Northwich on the River Weaver. See article page 10.
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Region Chairman’s Not

My holiday arrangements and copy d:
write my notes rather earlier than usu:
thanks!”’) and my comments may, tt
published. Nevertheless, at the time of
and Parliamentary recess, things will p
The new Conservative Government h:
Under Secretary of State for the |
Waterways. This adjournment debar
statement made by Marcus Fox was
meeting at an early date with the Un
views regarding the future of the sys:
policies towards the Waterways.
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There are many aspects of Waterways which I hope the Government will recognise as being

in accord with their policies. Not least of these are energy conservation and encouragement
for small business, both of which were touched on in the adjournment debate. The Budget

measures will, of course, have their effect on the Waterways, and on the running of the
Association, but we must continue to work towards fulfilment of our aims.
The IWA’s organisational requirements ensure that we are never far from an AGM:
Branches havetheirs in the Spring, the Region’s is in the summer and the National AGM is
in the Autumn (this year on 22nd September).
The Region AGM was attended by about 50 members which represents only about 1%of
our membership. Two of the Region committee retired, including our Treasurer, and there
were no nominations for membership of the Region Committee. As a result we are
currently without a Treasurer, as none of the remaining Committee are able to take on this
additional responsibility. The job is not onerous as most financial matters are dealt with by
Branches, but it is essential that the Region’s financial affairs are properly accounted,
including, of course, the financial control of this magazine. If any member feels able to
give assistance in this area, please phone me or your Branch Chairman.
I have been pleased to see in my recent travels a number of ingenious arrangements of GCramps and suction pads thought out by boat-hiring members to enable them to fly IWA
pennants on hire boats. What a good idea! 1 wonder if they also have a supply of
membership forms?

Crane River
Crane? What River Crane? Very few people seem to know of the existence of the first
tributary to join the tidal Thames. There is no mention of it in Bradshaw although he
mentions both the Mole and the Imber entering the river near Hampton Court. Charles
Dickens does not mention it in his Dictionary of the Thames, nor do many of the Victorian
and Edwardian writers of illustrated guides note it in their copious indices. Even Teddy
Edwards in his ‘Bible’ only mentions the ‘New River Crane’, 12.93 sea miles or 14.90 land
miles above London Bridge but this seems to be a reference to the basin of the Duke of
Northumberland’s River or Isleworth Mill River, which is a 15th century cut diverting the
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and the Crane Park, or to the Gunpowder Mills on Hounslow Heath, although some
friendly natives said this was possible by canoe. While waiting for the tide to drop to give
us sufficient headroom under the Richmond Road Bridge, we were able to buy ice cream
and chocolates from the riverside shop. We were surprised to find a twenty foot cabin
cruiser swinging across the river and there were a number of small cruisers moored at the
bottom of peoples’ gardens. We were pleased to see three or four local boats cruising their
little river.
The river can only be visited by very small boats and these can be slipped at the Isleworth
Draw Dock near the London Apprentice Public House in Church Street, very near the
vehicle access to Syon Park. The GLC Main Drainage Department are carrying out flood
defence works raising the level of the road and slip but the Engineer says that the surface
will be restored so that the appearance of the area will not be adversly affected. Arriving
some two hours before high water your dinghy or canoe can be rowed upstream with the
tide passing the Watneys pub and some houses. If you wish, you can explore the short arm
leading under the road bridge to the basin below the site of Kidds Mill, at one time the
largest flour mill in London, but be very careful of the state of the bottom as scaffold poles
and other rubbish can be thrown into the mud hereabouts.
Just upstream of the basin are the wharves where until the 1960’s there was a regular trade
with small continental coasters. The narrow slip gives access to the old Town Lower
square. On the island you will probably be ignored by heron and people working on their
boats at the yard where some of the remaining Kingston lighters are ending their days. On
the Middlesex bank are the Town Wharf stairs, Lion Wharf and the scrap yard where
occasionally a coaster will still call. Then the lawns of the convent grounds lead one to the
entrance to the River Crane, but be careful to avoid the mud banks off the scout grounds.
While not really to be recommended, small cabin cruisers can pass through the tide gates
from the Thames to at least Talbot Road Bridge. The tide gates close automatically if
there is a danger of flooding but to get under the low Richmond Road Bridge a boat would
have to start up the river as soon as there was sufficent water. The entrance to the River
from the Thames is just above Isleworth Ait, upstream are extensive moorings for large
pleasure and houseboats on pontoons, while just downstream and along the Crane are the
headquarters of the 3rd Osterley Sea Scout Group.
There is much to see in the area either on foot, walking along the roads and parks, or by
boat, so next time you take a boat trip between the G U at Brentford and Teddington,at
least take a look behind Isleworth Ait and avoid the purple water of the Mogden sewage
outfall on the Surrey side,even if you don’t stop to savour the delights of the River Crane.

BARGESVACHNS
Steel Hulls 25-42 ft.
With Engine. Navigable
Inland Waterways. Plans or
Completion Available.

Paul Winch, Naval Architect,
31 Princes Court, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 7JJ

Rusty Daggers

Oneof the most frequently voiced co
the phrase “canal cowboys”. This m
people who must surely be regarded
Early this summer we were cruising S
friends most competently crewing th
centre of London between Maida Hil
leave we noticed a boat had just entere
the fact that a boat was approaching

move off immediately. Whilst we wer
had cleared Maida Hill tunnel and
through between the three boats whi
entrance to Lisson Grove tunnel. Not
who wastrying to push through, but h
wrong side. Somewhat to my surprise
infamous tripping boat Jenny Wren.
Having separated ourselves from t
rammed the boat coming from the o
direction of Londen Zoo. As some o
fairly deep is not all that wide. Whils
opposite directions to pass with no pr
first boat to virtually come to a stop in
became obvious within a very short sp
overtake both the boats in front of
request to overtake was made nor w
surprise therefore to see that Jenny W
on the wrong side, not only causin
Throughout the rest of the length
consistently tried to overtake Swan e
rowing boats and canoes of the Pirat
this time somewhat angry, I placed Sw
lock for our friends who were appro
Jenny Wren proceeded to comestraig
out of the way would quite literally
downright ignorant steering I think
example.
I challenged the steerer of Jenny Wre
was all my fault as all boats in Londo
particular pound, so that she can go th
can keep to her time-table. Now apar
trippers go on the canal in the first pla

of the traffic on the roads, this partic

day’s passengers into thinking that life

traditional working narrow boats wou

craft, as fas as I am aware there is no

hardly be regarded as a traditional na
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The following day as we worked through Hampstead Road lock,my wife and her brother,
who had gone ahead lock-wheeling, helped to wind My Fair Lady through the top lock as
Swan was coming up through the second lock. Under normal circumstances I would have

taken Swan up to the tail of the next lock whilst waiting for the boat in that lock to come
downstream. On noticing that the boat in the lock was a wide beamed boat, and knowing
they would want to wind in the pound immediatley below the lock I held Swan stationary in
the lock whilst waiting for Fair Lady to complete her manoeuvre. The comments of her
steerer about the blankety-blank noddy-boat driver who didn’t seem to know what he was
doing could not be possibly be repeated in a family magazine. As we were stationary with
engine switched off I would like to know what other action I could have taken to actually
make him a happy man. The only moral I can draw from this story and the only bit of
advice I can give, should you be boating through central London and happen to see Jenny

CHOOSE A NEW FRONT.OR BACK DOOR |
FROM OUR EXTENSIVE|RANGE...

Wren or My Fair Lady bearing down on you, is to make sure that you promptly lift your
own boat out of the water and on to the towpath, because not only do they have total
priority over everything that floats, the wash of their passing would quite successfully place
your boat straight back in the cut!
My grandmother, apart from teaching me to suck eggs, was also known to remark that
good things always come in threes. Today, so do bad things. As we were emerging from the
darkness of Maida Hill tunnel I was amazed to see the Board’s Zoo bus coming towards
me; surprise, surprise, you guessed, on the wrong side, making what seemed to be some
sort of morse code signal on his headlights. It turned out that this signal was intended to

inform me
view of the
are talking
idea if the

..AND WE WILL FIT A
MAHOGANY FRAME... FREE

that he wished to line up his boat in such a way that he had an unobstructed
tunnel, in order, presumably,to see if it was safe to go through. As once again we
about a boat which has been known to carry the odd passenger, it might be an
Board acquaint their steerers with the correct sound signal procedure which

ЮМИ
“250.m?" BUYNOW
the equivalent to a discount

prices

BWB bye-laws do not actually apply to their own staff. I suppose it could be me that’s
wrong, perhaps I shouldn’t take Swan out in the Summer when the tripping boats are
about, winter cruises with the NBOC enthusiasts are so much more friendly.
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INSURANCE SCHEME
10% Discount on Inland Waterways Craft

Value

Basic

With Max.
20% NCB

Basic

With Max.
20% NCB

Value

Basic

With Max.
20% NCB

Basic

With Max.
20% NCB

Up to

Premium

Premium

Premium

Premium

Up to

Premium

Premium

Premium

Premium

£500
£1,000
£1,500
£2,000
£2.500
£3,000
£3,500
£4,000
£4,500
£5,000

£10.00
£11.67
£12.96
£14.91
£18.15
£21.39
£24.63
£27.22
£29.81
£32.40

£8.00
£9.34
£10.37
£11.93
£14.52
£17.10
£19.71
£21.78
£23.85
£25.92

£11.00
£12.96
£14.40
£16.56
£20.16
£23.76
£27.36
£30.24
£33.12
£36.00

£3.80
£10.37
£11.62
£13.25
£16.12
£19.00
£21.89
£24.20
£26.50
£28.80

£37.80
£44.10
£50.40
£56.70
£63.00
£69.30
£75.60
£81.90
£88.20
£94.50

£30.24
£35.28
£40.32
£45 36
£50.40
£55.44
£60.48
£65.52
£70.56
£75.60

£43.20
£50.40
£67.60
£64.80
£72.00
£79.20
£86.40
£93.60
£100.80
£108.00

£34.56
£40.32
£46.08
£51.84
£57.60
£63.36
£69.12
£74.88
£80.64
£86.40

£6,000
£7,000
£8,000
£9,000
£10,000
£11,000
£12,000
£13,000
F①④.000
£15,000

IWA Members
PLEASE MENTION WINDLASS

A Branch in your area:
WATFORD KINGSTON
WALTHAMSTOW

CRUISING RANGE (B): As above but including 30 days use in tidal and Coastai Waters of UK
IF YOU ARE NOT A MEMBER OF THE INLAND WATERWAYS ASSOCIATION WHY NOT JOIN NOW TO OBTAIN A SAVING IN PREMIUM?

Personal Fi т

ANDREW WEIR LONDON LIMITED
Telephone: 01-283-1266. Ext. 340
17a-18 BEVIS MARKS, LONDON EC3 7BB

“AMPLE

Please forward without obligation a Lloyds Quotation for Insuring my Inland Waterways Association Craft
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Special Discounts for

PREMIUMS FOR INTERMEDIATE AND HIGHER VALUES ON APPLICATION (Premiums include £250,000 Third Party Indemnity)
CRUISING RANGE (A): All inland non-tidal waters of the United Kingdom

|
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THENFOR

Cruising Range (⑥)

Cruising Range (A)

Cruising Range (B)

NOMORE

£20

Deposit

@ SATIN ANODISED TO 25 MICRONS
@® FULLY DRAUGHTPROOF
@® WINDOWS & DOORS AVAILABLE
IN NEW WHITE FINISH

INSURED AT LLOYDS BY ANDREW WEIR LONDON LIMITED AS AUTHORISED LLOYDS MARINE INSURANCE BROKERS TO THE 1.W.A.
NORMAL PREMIUM AFTER DEDUCTION OF 10% IWA MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT
Cruising Range (A)
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Northwich National Rally Report.
(Another episode in the life of everyday canal folk.)
The rally site at Northwich presented a somewhat different aspect to the verdent pastures
of the 1978 National at Titford Pools. It was nevertheless a fascinating experience to
wander up and down the River Weaver looking at the many and varied different types of
boats, which had managed to get to the rally in spite of the worse than usual stoppage
situation.
The rally organiser’s provisional figures were that upwards of 600 boats were moored up
and down the towpath for about a mile in each direction. Whilst this presented certain
logistic problems for the further flung boat crews it’s fairly certain that the River Weaver
has not seen so many boats for many a long year. After the usual welcome to boat crews,
and speeches by various VIP’s on the Friday evening, those boaters who continued to brave
the windy slip-shed enjoyed an immaculate performance by Pumpkin Pie, followed by the
World Premiere of the 1979 Wrg Northwest Road Show.
Somewhat different
fame and glory, this
by a professionally
Palmer” (John that

in format from the 1978 Show, which teld the story of their rise to
year’s performance was entitled ‘‘How to be a Navvy.’” Accompanied
produced slide show, unfortunately controlled as ever by ‘‘where’s
is), we were treated to various hilarious anecdotes of what could, and

usually did, go wrong on various navvying expeditions. There was a slight hiatus when the
second carousel of transparencies, which most people thought John Palmer had left

around somewhere, turned out to be still sitting on a wrgly landrover. Considering their
amateur status as actors, the sheer professionalism, verve, and entertainment of their
dramatic presentations makes it no wonder that wrgly Northwest are called onto help with
so many restoration projects. The other main activity on Friday night was that favourite
occupation of all rally-goers, meeting up with old friends and talking canals and boating.
Although Friday night was very cold and windy, and Saturday dawned with a typical
Northwest overcast, by the time the stands, stalls and marquees were open, it was really

very warm and sunny.
The tripping boats were out plying their wakes and Malcolm Braine’s suberb Jubilee was
once again a delight to behold. Although the rally site was a fairly compact acreage, being
part maintenance yard and part a cleared coal yard, the usual collection of stalls, sideshows
and exhibitions of arts and crafts were well represented.
The National always seems to be a very good place to go to stock up on a complete family’s
Christmas shopping list, even to his and hers boats. When it came time for the official
opening there seemed to be an element of delay in the arrival of the official party being
brought by boat from the Anderton Lift. The public address system closed down with the

ominous announcement that it would stay quiet right through the opening ceremony unless

there was a dire emergency. Sir Frank Price and the official party were piped aboard the
floating stage by two Royal Naval Cadets, a nice touch for an inland waterways event, and
after the usual introductions and homilies Sir Frank Price commenced his speech. After
about five minutes a piece of paper was handed to him, and amidst considerable fluster the
speech came to an untimely end and the official party disappeared pdg. With this the
public address system started making urgent appeals for cars to be moved, which seemed
strange as there didn’t seem to be many yellow lines about, and these appeals were then
broadcast with increasing urgency. A few minutes later there was a loud bang and clods of
flying earth appeared and the somewhat calmer PA announcer stated that the emergency

that none of us knew about was now over. It turned out that some clever wrgly, probably
John Palmer again, was doing a demonstration navvy and had discovered a 2b unexploded
mortar sheil, and with absolutely no fuss and bother, in their usual proficent and
professional manner, the local bomb disposal people had been able to deal with the mortar
in such a way that 99%of the people on site weren’t even aware of what was going on. It
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The arrival of Sir Frank Price, Chair

hardly seemed worth stopping Sir Fra
way).
This unscheduled event was then fo
Company actually arriving on stage
show called “Where”s Our Cut?”” bas
A further performance took place in
“What a Way to Go.” Possibly the t
incongruous performance of girls gc
Black Prince Hire boat,) whose go-go
On the other hand the cavalcade of |
on both afternoons was a source of

touch to this display was added by th
“know the history of every boat involve
same numbers of people as were at
towpath and both bridges were jamm
must go to the people of Northwichw
award for the best decorated shop di
the lay out of the site mitigated again
the boats were just too far away, even

very pleasant weekend and here’s
to Kalamiki which had actually tr

determined journeys (Braunston tunr
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IWA Lee Valley National Waterways Festival London 1980
This is the (rather long winded) title that will gradually become more and more familiar to
the capital’s non canal-cognescenti during the run up to the 1980 National. The public
announcement of this event was made at the 1979 National in Northwich coinciding with
the issue of a press release in which the objectives of holding the 28th annual Waterways
Festival in London were spelt out. These are:
To promote London’s waterways for tourism and recreation.
To encourage the use of the River Lee for commercial carrying.
To publicise the facilities of the Lee Valley Regional Park, and to encourage the provision
of further amenities in Greater London.
To raise funds for IWA’s Restoration and Development Fund.
In addition the Association will use the occasion to bring it’s campaign for the retention
and development of the.Nation’s waterways to the attention of London.
Several hundred boats, many from as far away as Manchester, York, and the Midlands,

will gather at Lea Bridge for the Festival. The site will be open to the public all weekend
and a full programme of entertainment is being arranged. There will also be a large trade
show where you will be able to buy anything from a book to a boat, or hire a luxury cruiser
for a holiday.
In the week leading up to 16/17 August there will be many events taking place throughout
London - exhibitions, talks, and of course plenty of boats to see on the routes to the
Festival. August 1980 will be an exciting time on London’s waterways!

Chelmsford Branch Rally of Boats
Earlier in the summer and after an interval of almost exactly six years Chelmsford Branch

held a Rally of Boats in the centre of Chelmsford. Twenty motor cruisers and one sailing
cruiser made the passage up the Chelmer navigation, passing convoy fashion through all
the locks to finally moor immediately below Kings Head Meadow sluices, the present limit
of navigation, for all craft other than canoes etc. In so doing the massed craft made an

impressive sight, although they rarely visit the town due to the weedy conditions on the
upper river. Most of the craft were from the Paper Mills Boat Club.

To Sea in a Narrowboat
Have you ever had an occasion when
It happened to us this summer. For
Eroica for a friend. “We” were m)
Market Harborough-style cruiser wi
holiday, it had rained very heavily,
river in spate.
You may recall the ‘Black’ edition of
Oxford will remain open, at least ur
will be via the Wash””. These proved
He contacted me to say that he had a
us in the second week. He would
Downham Market for the trip to Bos
We joined Eroica at Hemingford Gr
June and cruised toward Bedford; th

shone strongly for the first week and
was, as always, a very attractive river
easy to take the wrong channel and

dangerous, it can be quite inconveni
the end of the weir and, particularly:
for more signposting on the Ouse. A
the weir stream empties at right-ang
strong, as it was when we arrived, it
apart, we nearly made Bedford, but
was no warning.
We returned by way of the Old West

landing platform was under water. T
that year. Apparenly the water authc
for a floating platform on a tidal stret
At Denver lock we spent some hou
middle level at Salter’s Lode. Denv:
There is only a very limited time in
Lode; it seemed to be restricted by t
you could not pass beneath it.

The Middle Level was not the boring
- in fact the Witham later on was the
bank. Well Creek was shallow, weec
with a little dredging, would make a
also a useful port of call with its o
discovered that the lock-keeperhere s
hours before, in either direction. T
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operate the lock. The Middle Level
crews who wish to make the passage,
a couple of hours, then want to leave
We emerged at Peterborough into the
Mike was due to join us on the morr
Nene before returning to Peterborou
make certain the trip was on. He pl
morning and the pilot would be take
moored for the night at Dog-in-a-Do
The mooring was somewhat exposed
drank in the Dog-in-a-Doublet, a po
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took the opportunity to consult the locals about the tidal Nene - information that proved
invaluable later on. We knew of the wreck of a boat of which to beware in Wisbech, but we
were now told it was on the otherside to that which we expected. High tide in the morning
would be at 08.00 and so we determined to be away by 08.30.
At 08.40 the following morning we were through the lock and into the tidal Nene, going

It is 22 years since Capt. Lio
a record non-stop run fre
48 minutes, f

with the current. There was a NE wind blowing, so the Wash trip was not looking too
hopeful. The lock-keeper had warned us of the wreck once more; which is a sunken wartime MTB laying between the two bridges in Wisbech. He also warned us that we might not
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get under Guyhirne road bridge.
We passed under the first bridge at Guyhirne with no trouble, and wondered what the fuss
was about. Just then, a lorry crossed the river ahead of us seemingly at water level;
Guyhirne road bridge was in front of us! We scraped under with two inches to spare. That
meant we should make Wisbech town bridge asit is a whole six inches higher.
The river was in long straight sections with high banks - not the most scenic by any means;
the approach to Wisbech itself though was quite interesting. We came through the first
bridge at a fair pace and could see the MTB on the left with a collapsed wall just beyond.
The riveris restricted here and fairly hurtles through the town, so, as advised by the locals, we
came about by a ship withits” bridge boarded up and made our way slowly back through
the second bridge, to make fast to a barge. We locked the boat and tried to get ashore, but
found we were unable to reach the ladder.
For a while, we thought we were trapped theretill the following day, but then we noticed a
more convenient barge moored on the other side below the bridge. We let go again, but our
rear rope snagged on the barge and the current carried our bows round towards the
collapsed bank. For me there was no escape as the cabin door was locked and I was in the
bows, but fortunately the rope released itself, and the boat foughtit’s way back upstream.
We came about once more, shot the two bridges and turned again by the ship. Eventually
we made fast to the second barge (obviously the one the locals meant!) and temporarily
abandoned ship. This involved climbing a vertical ladder for 15 feet with an overhang at
the top which required you to reach backward to find it. We all decided we would not reboard Eroica till she came back up with the tide that evening. The time was now 12.00
noon. We remained ashore for the rest of the day, and even bought another knife to avoid
going back aboard.
We returned to the river at 17.30 expecting to find the boat on its way back up; we were
shocked to find the tide still ebbing and the barge on the mud. Eroica was sitting serenely
alongside, way below us. We had intended reporting to the harbour master when we
arrived, but we did not find his office until the evening. The MTB was now quite clearly
visible and easily blocked half the channel. The collapsed bank protruded quite a way too.
We wondered whether to sleep ashore but whilst I queued for fish and chips, my brother
went to look at Eroica. He returned with the astounding news that she was now only a few
feet from the top. It was now 19.30 and the tide had risen 20 feet in two hours! Now that it
was high tide, the MTB had disappeared and its marker drum floated in the centre of the
channel - we were glad that it hadn’t been high tide when we arrived especially as the
collapsed bank was also under water. We had a quick drink and returned to Eroica.
The following day (Tuesday) Mike rejoined us as high tide approached once more. We set
off at 08.30, having topped up with fuel and checked the engine, and were stemming the
tide for the first % hour. There were three ships in port off-loading and we created a lot of
interest, as men stopped to watch us. Another coaster passed us steaming up river,
dwarfing us as she passed. At 09.35 we passed the pillars of Sutton bridge swingbridge, and
came about to moor by fishing smack Mermaid. This was owned by the Lineham family,
cousins of our pilot, Mr John Lineham of Fosdyke, on the Welland. At the time of the Ely
Rally, he had piloted a number of narrowboats and other small craft across the Wash and
so was well experienced.
Our pilot came aboard and we took on more diesel in a can in case it was needed. With

In those days there were or
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appreciable period they we
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him, the pilot broughta sea-anchor and some more life jackets. We all worelife jackets for
safety, but the pilot preferred to remain unrestricted. He said that we might as well use the
tide and so we cast off and headed for the Wash at 10.40. The day was perfect, the sun

shone and the Wash was calm as a millpond - conditions are rarely like this and at no other
time that week would the journey have been possible. We were now in the hands of our
pilot who had complete control of the boat. He kept the engine at just above tick-over and
steered the whole way. As we emerged into the Wash we were doing between 8 and 10 knots;
and it was only 11.20 as we passed the outer marker beacons.
The RAF were now ‘Buzzing’ us with Harrier jets, and we could hear the chatter of cannons
and see the flash of exploding missiles. Of course, we weren’t the target, but their practice

range is right alongside the navigable channel and you can imagine how we felt when we
were told that they had mistaken emerging boats for targets in the past. To our right was a
man-made island containing, would you believe, a freshwater reservoir. To our left was a
wreck buoy, marking a tanker which had grounded on the sand in a storm and broken its

back - a grim reminder of what the Wash could be like.
We cruised steadily past the sandbanks which by now really were quite clear. One of the
disadvantages of a narrowboat at sea is that the cooling vents for the engine are only a few
feet above the water, and a large wave could easily swamp the boat. To prevent this, we
had put a tyre in a plastic bag and attached a cord; if the sea became choppy, this could be
dropped overthe side to cover the vent.
The pilot scanned the horizon at intervals, but the ships were laying off, also waiting for
the tide with which to reach port. At 12.10 we entered Wisbech channel between
sandbanks, and at 13.25 we finally came around to port to head for Boston. The tide was
still ebbing, so the pilot delibertly grounded us on Roger sand outside the FC marker
buoys. This is part of the skill of beinga Wash pilot, as to ground the boat too early means
a longer wait for the tide to lift it off, whilst to be too late is to never ground and waste a lot
of fuel and effort. It was now 14.10.
Whilst the pilot had an afternoon nap, we went for a walk across the sands and to
photograph Eroica. (Where’s the photo then, Ed.) We foundthe fresh track of a seal, but
unfortunately it had departed. I also found a length of shell-encrusted chain
which belonged to a former buoy, long since swallowed by the sand, for these sands are on
the move, and a kettle thrown out by our pilot a fortnight before, had already moved three
feet. After our walk, we carried out necessary maintenance to the boat; who needs a dry-

dock any way? We were also able to establish Eroica’s draft at 1 foot 9 inches.
At 15.45 Eroica was beginning to come afloat again. The waves striking her side were
threatening to enter the cooling vent, so we helped herto lift off by pushing from the sand,
then using the boat-hook to push the stern into deeper water to enable the engine to be

some days and the tides may be more
We later found that Weston Flavel|
although there were no notices at F
Nene was by way of the Wash anywa
Brian Andrews, S E Region.

Watervine
Grand Union Canal Society
Sunday 23 September: Visit to Dud
non-membersalike. Full details can t
Onthe last Friday of each month inf
GU pubs. Details as above or from C
Apparently “natterists”” can be recos
The Society is also hoping to comm
Wendover arm. The towpath that ac
and in order that public attention ca
interested parties to contact their Ch:
Windlass has also heard on the Wate
the head of navigation on the Arm an
to dredge and restore the Arm to full
A recent cruise down the Regents (
barges and lighters being used by th:
2267) but two!! Basingstoke barges
name “William Stevens & Son, Guilc
still earning their living.
wrg
Congratulation to Andy Chapman ①
interviewed on the LBC ‘‘Today’’ |
asking the programmes 11 million lis
Art Gallery at Little Venice. Bob
sympathetic in his interview with
presented. It just shows what publicit

effective. By 15.55 we were once more heading for Boston, ‘The Stump’ was clear on the

horizon and welcoming us in, for by now the sky was overcast and the sea choppy.
The approach to Boston is along the same channel as for the Welland, the channel for
Boston veering to the right at its marker beacon. We came through Boston past the dock,
and it was obvious our pilot was well known from the calls he got as we passed. Boston

near low tide is not at all attractive, and we were happyto enter the Grand sluice which was
set for us. As the gates closed and the water began to enter, Eroica slewed sideways. The
pilot commented that she had a mind of her own; at sea he was in his element, but now we
were in our hometerritory, and we soon had her under control. We finally moored above
the lock at 18.20, where we said goodbye to ourpilot, and, once again, to Mike.
The journey had been quite an experience; in the last two days we had travelled 25 miles of
tidal Nene, 20 miles of open sea and 8 miles of tidal Witham. I would advise anyone
contemplating a similar trip to ensure the boat is properly equipped, to obtain local
knowledge, and above all a good pilot, for the Wash can be extremely treacherous. We
were very lucky as the tides were right and conditions perfect, but you may have to wait for
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1979/1980 Christmas D
Well folks, here we go again. In the
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We are in dire need of some magnific
the tickets must be printed in the fai:
anything large or small,preferably by
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able to offer suitable prizes at ‘‘cost o

Offers should be addressed to G C N
Guildford, Surrey. GU3 3HH.
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Your Letters
The Editor,
Windlass.

Stock Terrace,
Heybridge, Essex.

Dear Sir,

In reply to Irene Paine’s letter in Windlass
148 concerning engine noise at the lock side
cottage, it would be difficult to stop a semidiesel everytime we came upon a cottage
beside a lock. If you choose to live near a
main road or airport you must expect noise,
therefore if you are lucky enough to live at
a lock, this must be part of life.

Following R P J Brown’s letter to the
Minister for the Environment 1 too have
written one but I kept it short and not so
sweet. It seems when looking at our
domestic scene the only way to get things
done is to make a noise. If the canals are to
survive we must do something. I will
continue to write to the DoE as often as
possible.
Yours sincerely,
Pete Osborne.
P S After having seen Mr D Howell on TV
before the election I had serious doubts
about the future anyway, but perhaps
things really will change with the new
Government.
The Editor,
Windlass.

Dee Street,
Poplar, London El4.

DearSir,

Having been a member of IWA for nearly
two years, I would like to air my views via
your magazine. In your March/April Issue
of this year, you take members to task for
‘not doing their bit’, which to my mind is a

bit of a cheek! Surely members are doing
their bit, merely by being members. If you
didn’t have members you wouldn’t have
IWA!!! And instead of expecting members
to pay more, your magazine should take a
close look at IWA accounts for the year
ended December 1977. For instance
‘Salaries’ take up £21937. What salaries?

Whose salaries? ‘Membership Recruitment’
is £1501. Spent on what? What the blankety
blank is ‘Miscellaneous’ at £3698 (perhaps
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someone
bought
Rover
a
diamond
encrusted kennel!!!) I see that travel and
entertaining takes up £5517. Whose travel?
Whose entertaining? No wonder the canals
are closing if over £5000 is spent on wining

and dining and joyriding. In such a large
amount of money one would have expected
car expenses to be included, but not a bit of
it. That’s a separate item at £687 no less, what cars do these people travel in, Rolls
Royces??? ‘Donations & Subscriptions’

intrigued me. What was subscribed to, and
who or what received a donation?
‘Depreciation’ at £1527 1 felt just about
summed things up. With IWA spending
Anonymous
and
‘Ambiguous
under
Headings’, coming to a grand total of
£46,087 it’s a wonder that IWA itself hasn’t

ANGLO WELS

support Windla

the future of th

We are the largest i

the Canals and offe
service.

depreciated, - or has it? Certainly if our
waterways are to be preserved, then a lot
tighter control is needed over IWA funds.
Yours faithfully,
R J Pike.”
The Editor,
Windlass.

Station Road,
Kings Langley.

Dear Mr. Editor,

Firstly, congratulation on No. 150. No
doubt there will be the usual outcry when
extra cash is expended, but ifthe advertisers
are coughing up, I say good luck to all
concerned.
Whilst I can tolerate and even manage the
odd chuckle for Rover in his allotted
corner,

| find it less easy to accept an

additional column under the Rusty Dagger
heading, which seems to bear most of
Rover’s hallmarks.
Perhaps my view is biased by the Dagger `
drawer’s inaccuracy. Whoever wrote the
item really should be able to tell the
difference between a pipe carrying gas and
one which slurps sewage (perhaps it’s not
Rover then!) and can he/she/it suggest an
alternative ’stock-proof barrier’ that is just
that, and acceptable to all interested
parties?
But the Dagger person really reveals his
ineptitude in the winding episode. Firstly,

Bases on The Llang

Grand Union, Staff:
Oxford Canals.

Write or Phone for broc
ANGLO WELSH NAR!
14 CANAL BASIN
LEICESTER ROAD
MARKET HARBOROU

- Telephone: (0858) 669
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where is Abbots Langley lock? Surely
Hunton Bridge isn’t intended (but be
warned that above those locks it is difficult
to wind a full-length boat). He can’t mean
Home Park Farm lock (No. 71 which is
nearest to Abbots Langley), because there
ain’t no winding hole above it (unless he
tried ramming the weir), so he must mean
Home Park Mill lock (No. 70) and there,
Sir, I and many others have been winding
deep draughted full-length boats for years
without difficulty. It seems the person
concerned is more experienced with a pen
than a tiller!
Whether or not one can wind at a certain
point is not really what is disturbing me. It
is the inference that at every place along the
canal that might look like a winding hole
but isn’t, there should be a BWB notice
saying just that.
Pm certain that there would be an
enormous outcry if such a policy were ever
adopted - for all sorts of reasons. Is the
bearer of Rusty Daggers devoid of the spirit
of adventure? is he in such a hurry to get
back to his typewriter that he can't enjoy
the cut to the full? or is he just being
controversial for the sake of it? (Maybe it is
Rover afterall).
My own nominations? There would be no
point in sending anything the least bit
tarnished to the Post Office (who kept my
last Windlass from me for an extra three
weeks) because by the time it was received it
would be so rusty as to be unrecognizable. I
suggest whoever is being so generous with
these corroded weapons should keep them
all to him/her/it/them self.
Yours sincerely,
John R. Evans.
I have a sneaking suspicion that due to
priviliged inside information John actually
does know who wrote the RD column. In
fact, the column was written not by Rover,
but by Yours Truly. So, if there’s any more
of these scurrilous public attacks, John,
then the Rusty Dagger will be plunged
straight between the Evans shoulderblades!
You have been warned!! Oh, and for the
record, the main referred to is a gas main,
as further on-site research has confirmed,
and the same ‘stock-proof barrier’ as is on
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either side of the barbed wire. would be
perfectly acceptable, ie wooden fencing,
brambles and hawthorn. So far as the
winding hole episode is concerned, this was
really meant as a humorous warning to
boaters who might be tempted into
believing that ‘Nicholson’s’ winding symbol
actually does indicate a winding-hole.
OK, I know that more often than not it’s
probably silted up anyway and a shore
party is required to complete the turn, but
when the nearest bank is 40ft away and the

shaft disappears into 2 feet of water and
6feet of mud then three hours on this mud
tends to turn the spirit of adventure into a
state of blindfrustration.
So in the interests of accuracy the spot to
avoid is in fact about half a mile upstream
of lock 694. All this really goes to prove one
thing. If only, gentle reader, you could send
more of your own copy to Windlass then
you could help to prevent too much more of

the editor’s boring rubbish being inflicted
on his unwilling, but luckily captive,
audience!! Ed.
The Editor,
Windlass.

Oaktree Close,
Ealing.

DearSir,

Following your editorial comments in
Windlass 149 and Mr. Cadisch’s letter
about the Montgomery Canal, 1 would like
to add somedetails which may help to put
the Williams Bridge problem in perspective:
the
on
effort
restoration
The
1.
Montgomery Canalis still very much alive.
Quite apart from the IWA effort at the
Frankton end, the Shropshire Union
restorers and BWB have been maintaining
their efforts from the Welshpool end. They
have now re-opened 5 miles of the ‘Prince
of Wales’ section, repaired the Vyrnwy
aqueduct, and agreement has been reached
which will give navigable headroom under
the Arddleen by-pass. Efforts are nowbeing
increased north of Carreghofa locks.
2. The Divisional Court has upheld Powys
CC’s right to lower Williams Bridge, and
BWB has given notice of intent to appeal
against this decision. If the appeal
eventually goes against BWB, the
dropping of Williams Bridge would be a

setback. It will cut in half the
restored 3 mile length to the nort
‘Prince of Wales’ section. But it
stop the restoration effort. It sh

remembered that there are 7
bridges between Welshpool and F
Plans have been made to deal wit
and Williams Bridge would have
added to them.
3. Negotiations are indeed continu

Powys CC over the issue of V

Bridge. There is more to it than

legal right to build a culvert. For i
the 1944 Act obliges Powys

compensate the canal company
extra maintenance expense caused
culvert. (A substantial sum in th
Letters written by IWA membe
others
have
greatly
assisted
negotiations. Powys CC may yet
that a culvert is not the right answer

Montgomery Canal restoration pro
has a bright future.

Yours sincerely,
R.G. Wilkinson

P S Congratulations on a very high
Windlass 150.
The Editor,
Windlass.

Oxford & S Bucks
S Bucks

DearSir,
Following Alan Seal’s letter in Wind
I must write and let him and anyon
South Bucks know that the bran
include South Bucks. Not only t
there is also a thriving section.
Oxford usually neglect to ment
existence in their ‘News & Events’
meet regularly and have a lot
watery talk and beer.
I would like to take this opportu
mention that we meet socially
Monday of every month in the bar
Red Lion in Wendover, Bucks. and
our winter meetings in the Bailey R
the Crown Hotel, Old Amersham,

WINDL,
Windlass Number
Nov/Oct ’79 - 152
Jan/Feb ’80 -153

Press I
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— Around the Region
‘Windlass’ Winder Wanted
If judged by the continual moaning which seems to emanate from the Editorial chair it
might sometimes be assumed that working on Windlass is a chore which brings no pleasure
at all to the main protagonists. Nothing could be further from the truth. On more than one
harassed accasion one member or other of the Windlass team has been heard to remark

that when we drop that final clanger which results in us being banned from Windlass for

ever, we'll probably all still be here, every other month, just putting amagazine together for

the fun of it. If you would like to join this crazy team of magazineaholics we are now
looking for a volunteer to sub-edit ‘Around the Region’. This will involve chasing the
branches to actually submit their copy, tidying it up observing our ‘House Style’ and then
retyping it all so that our typsetter can finally read it. Of course part of the fun is chasing
up the branches "cos they always want to appear, but sometime they are a little late in

submitting their deathless prose. As we write this (2nd September) neither Solent and Arun
or Chelmsford have managed to meet the 17th or 30th July press dates for this issue so once
again we must apologise to members of these branchesfor lack of their branch news. It's
not our fault, honest!!
Anyway, all offers of help accompanied by the relevant certificate of sanity, to the Editor,
please, at the usual address. And now for the bad news. The Windlass team will be
responsible for producing the brochure and programme for next year’s National Rally at Lea Bridge, so we’ll need all the help we can get.

disaster, but luckily it wasn’t. Tha
especially Mike and Jenny Adams,
The subject of Paddington Basin
supply details of numbers of craft
contact David Wood if you would
number is 01-894 4154. The numb
alarming proportions, fifty eight we
travelling from Paddington to Uxb
me, giving as many details as you
problem. Also wrg London workin
from the G L C area. Please contact
Finally I hope that the events that w
approval. If you would like to see a
will tell you what we need. Basically
provide the speaker.

Future Events
Wednesday 19 September: R W Ho
on the Thames barrier.
Wednesday 17 October: Dr R W Ha

the Oxford canal and its water supp

Thursday 15 November: Dr Essex
1979?
Wednesday 12 December: Christmas

All Social Meetings are held at the
(Opposite County Hall).

Hertfordshire Branch I

London Branch News & Events
London Branch Chairman’s Notes. First of all, may I take this opportunity to remind
members in the London area that the normal London Branch meetings will soon be with us
again. Jenny Adams and Len House have worked hard to organise these events and the
best way to reward this work is to ensure that the meetings are recorded in your diary now,
so that you don’t miss them. We also hope to have more decentralised meetings. These will
be advertised as they are arranged. Perhaps those of you who have yet to attend a meeting
could try to get along - it will be a pleasure to meet you.
Speaking of meeting people brings me to the Three Bridges Rally. When you read this it
will be far in the past, but as I am writing this it is only three weeks away. Despite the

weather and the restrictions placed on us by the authorities due to local facilities etc we had
a great time. The event, with one or two reservations was a complete success and the
committee didn’t receive a single moan or complaint. Indeed many boat ownners took the
trouble to find a committee member before they left to tell them how much they had enjoyed themselves, and one person even went so far as to say that it was the best rally that they
had ever attended.
To be fair, we did have a number of minor problems, The Traction Engine sank up to it’s
axles as soon as it arrived on site and had to go away again, the model railway’s control

panel fused so that exhibit didn’t arrive, and the rain poured and poured so that all the
stands had to be errected in the tents. Then to cap it all the wind blew most of the smaller
tents down on Friday night so we then had to put them up for a second time. As Mike
Adams was heard to say, it could have been, it should have been, and it nearly was a total
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Several members have responded to
MP’s drawing attention to the d
members have sent Bernard copies

out actually promising any proposec
At least two entries for Shell awa
Branch area, one by the Ware Soc
along the Wendover Arm. The Co
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view to obtaining permission to complete the towpath improvement on the GU at the Tring
Summit, but it seems that agreement will not be readily forthcoming because of strong
Trade Union opposition to this voluntary work. In view of the inability of the Branch to
complete this work, for which a Shell award was made last year, it has been decided not to
make an application for the current scheme.
The joint Committee which is to arrange the next Boxmoor Rally has now held its first
meeting under the Chairmanship of Allen Wood-Thompson of the Dacorum Narrow Boat
Project. The Rally will be held on the Fishery site over the weekend of 13-14 September,
1980 and members who are proposing to attend the National Rally on the Lee are advised
to call in at Boxmoor, Hemel Hempstead on the GU afterwards when they can be assured
of a pleasant and enjoyable rally.
Future Events
Wednesday 26 September: Birth of Waterways News - Sheila Doeg
Wednesday 31 October: Talk by John Humphries.
Wednesday 28 November: ‘Cruising in Circles’ a talk by John Gagg.
Wednesday 12 December: Social evening.
Wednesday 30 January: ‘Lee and Stort” a talk by J H Boyes.
These meetings will be held at the Beehive, Beehive Lane, Welwyn Garden City (near the
Hospital). There will also be a joint meeting with the GUCS during October, which will be
held at the Rickmansworth Hockey Club, Scots Hill, Rickmansworth at 8.30pm.

Oxford and South Bucks Branch News & Events
Meetings will continue to be held at Oxford as well as Banbury and Chesham and hopefully

you should have received the 1979/80 programme card with details of all the meetings with
this issue of Windlass. However to remind supporters of our meetings of a few dates here
are some with which to start the season. Meetings are held in Oxford at the Morris
Radiators Sports and Social Club, Frenchay Road, Oxford, starting at 8 pm.
Wednesday 12 September: A talk on the Stroudwater, Thames and Severn Canal Trust
given by David Pillinger and Kenneth Burgin who are members of the Trust.
Wednesday 10 October: Waterways of England and Wales - vintage films by John
Humphries on working narrow boats, etc. This meeting was postponed ldst January.
Saturday 13 October: Jumble Sale at St Mary and John Church Hall, Cowley Road,

Oxford, commencing at 2 pm.
Banbury meetings are now held at the Spice Ball Mill, Arts-and Community Centre, next to
Banbury Lock at 7.30 pm for 8 pm.
Tuesday 25 September: AGM followed by membersslides.

Ourlast jumble sale in May raised a total of £62, which was disappointing because with
more helpers on the day a greater total could have been made for IWA funds. Please note

the date for the next jumble sale above. We earnestly need YOUR support both to seek out
different sources of jumble and to lend a hand on the day of the sale. Only 12 people
turned - to on thelast occasion and we must congratulate them for their efforts. Well done.
We have a vacancy on the committee following the move of John Cook who was only
recently appointed to the committee. He will be returning to the West Country Branch
from whence he came and we wish him (andthe Bridgewater and Taunton Canal) well.
As press dates are so far ahead it is without doubt that by the time this appears in print
most of you will have had your holidays and be looking forward to the winter meetings
ahead. If you are a new member and would like to come to Oxford, Banbury or Chesham
but do not have transport,please make contact with a committee memberto try and arrange
for someone to pick you up. We knowyou are out there and we do want to meet you.
There is one new IWA member who lives (or will shortly live) at 10 Vanner Road, Witney.
We would like to send to both mother and child our very best wishes. (Look out wrg,
there’s one on the way)!
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Bucks Section Future Events
Meetings are held at the Bailey Room
at 7.45 pm.

Thursday 18 October: ‘Canals of We:
Thursday 15 November: ‘Basingstoke
Thursday 13 December: Christmas W
Thursday 17 January: ‘Kew Bridge E
Thursday 21 February: “Thames Nav:
Thursday 20 March: ‘Kennet and Av
Thursday 17 April: AGM and Memb:
IWA members are also welcome to at
Lion Hotel, High Street, Wendov
throughout the year, commencing at
Further details of all Bucks Section
Chesham 3019.

Guildford and Reading

Winter Programme. Our new winter
although as our past meetings have|
day to Monday, and have varied the v
our members as possible will attenc
members in other branches who wc
commence the programme on Mond
Inland Waterway Cruising at the ОК
October Hugh McKnight will tell us ;
a joint meeting with the Surrey and |
Centre, St Albans Hall, Lynchford R
7.30pm for 8.00pm.
Lock One. Working parties are held
on Weybridge 42074 or Peter on Wo
small working party on Saturday aft:
on the Sunday. If any members have
wouldlike to help, then please contac
Kennet and Avon. Plans have now bx
ton swing-bridge, one of the major c
County Council has already earmar
1980/81.
River Wey.An outline planning appli
rejected by Woking Council. The

planned marina, at Warren Farm, !
attractive unspoilt stretch of the We

acceptedsite of the new marina at Py
Woking Stall. Our market stall shou

still looking for volunteers to manit,

for a couple of hours, even if it is onl;
Minutes Secretary. The Branch con
secretary. If you can type and have

would like to hear from you. Transp:
in from the four corners of the earth :
Saint Patricks Stream. As once again
is now navigable, it is the intention c
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next year. Would anyone interested please contact our Secretary as we hope to make this
our “Wing Ding” for 1980.

Kent and East Sussex Branch News € Events
Future Events.
Sunday 16 September: Annual Branch Outing. This will be an all day cruise on the Medway
in MV ‘Swan’, (not to be confused with the Editor’s boat). Depart Bishop’s Palace
immediately above Maidstone Bridge at 9.45 am. Bring packed lunch, if not, pub grub at
the turn around point should be available. If you do not know the Medway and its wide

locks you will be pleasantly surprised. Car parking available on opposite bank to starting
point, five minutes walk from Maidstone West Station. Bookings to Reg Hallwood, 50
Brewer Street, Maidstone, tel 670169 or Dave Strivens, 21 Tulip Tree Close Tonbridge,

telephone 356412. Passage fee £3.50.
Thursday 20 September: Branch meeting at the Seven Stars, Orange Street, Canterbury at
8pm. A talk on ‘Birds of the Waterways’.
Friday 26 October: Canal Quiz with Thames and Medway Canal Association at the Prince
Albert, Wrotham Road, Gravesend starting at 8pm
Sunday 4 November: Late Autumn working party with the Thames and Medway Canal
Association at Higham from 10am to 5pm approximately. There is a British Rail Station
adjacent tothesite. An hourly service from Charing Cross to Gillingham stops at Higham.

Windlass Advertising Rates
Display: Whole page £40.00, Half page £22.00, Quarter page £12.00, Small display box £7.
Classified: First 15 words £1.12, thereafter 5p per word.

All classified advertisements must be prepaid, cheques etc to be made payable to IWA
South East Region and all copy to be sent to Jane Bird, 184 Petts Wood Road, Orpington,
Kent,no later than the emergency copy date as published for the issue required.

Classified Advertisements
CANAL BOAT COOKERY by Iris Bryce . . . easy recipes and tips. Ideal Christmas present. Available chandleries, W H Smith’s or 95p from 50c Dover Street, Maidstone, Kent.
ANYONE INTERESTED? For health reasons we are unable to continue with the conver-

sion of our full length wooden narrow boat. Perkins 499 diesel engine. Moored Birmingham area. Asking £2,800, but all reasonable offers considered. Aldershot 26125.

FOR SALE. 14ft 4in Fibre Glass Single Canoe. Fitted adjustable foot rest and rudder with
spray cover. £28.00. Phone late evening 01-504 7089

Rover Roquet
Most of us have noticed the trend for various different sports and some employments to
advertise the benefits of their participation by using car stickers with dubious double meanings. I refer tothings like ‘Windsurfers doit standing up’ and ‘Lorry drivers do it better’
and ‘Airtraffic controllers get them down safely’. Apart from some of wrg’s offerings all
we seem to have is Waterways World’s ‘Don’t make waves. . . .” in which only the most

extreme lateral thinker can find any allusion to the smutty or obscene.
In an attempt to remedy this serious omission in waterway facilities I am offering prizes to

the most amusing, apt and smutty carsticker slogans. The first prize will be one week in dry
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dock scraping the bottom of my real

prize will be two weeks,and any runne
I have, of course, given much though

own, such as ‘Canallers do it slowly :
of throbbing steel and an elm bottor
standing up’ which neatly disposes o
of these really have the right ‘swing’
up with the goods. A really good an
offer instead to finance the printing o
Reading through the last paragraphi

cure for insomnia, as I know many «
preted as a criticism of modern stee
canal snob. The best boat to have o:
were the most chauvinistic carrying
pretty but couldn’t carry anything li}
wonder of Rover! - Ed.) or Northie.
but they fail, with many Joshers, in t
channel open. Which leads mestraigl
this is not primarily a campaigning o
ers club, like the Morgan owners club
people who stick NBOCplaquesont
silly to me as people who put Norton
Talking about big boats keeping the
up the Oxford earlier this year, main!
few times during the winter. I totally
must have been totally legless when 1
countryside with nearly impossible be
first-time hirers. Brindley’s other gre
everything going for it. A good chanr
paritively lightly used in July ofthis y
Just before I go I have to return to m
boat was provided for the six hundre
a river navigation is self-flushing.For
very small boy with an even smaller d
long as you've spent morethan fiftee:
Finally did you hear the one about
tunnel closures. Heading towards Ox
ignoring the channel sign to the lock
make such an elementary mistake, he:

„МВ,

THE TOLL HOUSE
BULL'S BRIDGE WH/
SOUTHALL MIDD>
Tel: 01-848 4485 01-57
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Forget

now that we have increased our

highly skilled staff we can offer a
full range of engineering work:

® Outboard repair; Servicing Et
Winterisation

@ Inboard (Petrol & Diesel)
Installation, Repair and Service.
@Welding and Cutting
@ Metal Fabrication
e Electrical, Gas and Water
Installations

e Surveys and Condition Reports
e Painting
e Full Sand Blasting Service.

HIGH LINE YACHTING LTD.,

Mansion:Lane, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9RG
Tel: Iver (0753) 651496/653151
Printed by Colston Graphics Limited, London NW5

